This paper proposes a novel framework for momcular trucking of object undergoing rigid transformation in 3 0 real world. In this method, instead of computing object motion only with respect to one previous frame as many previous 30 tracking algorithms did, we combine the idea of 'trucking as recognition' in our approach, using the global infomation of the object in the image to obtain an approximate absulute object pose, which can prevent trocking drift accumulation. Two-frame registration methods are also employed to refine this upproximation and approuch optimal. Our approach provide mbustness for irucking as it can avaid infinite error accumulution and large estimate dnj? during processing.
Introduction
On-Line single camera 3D tracking has been an active area of research in computer vision in past years. It is important for many visual-based applications such as security surveiIlance, robotic control tasks and so on. However, it is still an open problem because of the sparsity of information from one camera. Although a priori information about the object of interest is utilized in many available methods to ensure the accuracy of 3D pose estimation from 2D images. 3D tracking is always considered difficult and sensitive to image noise.
The model-based 3D tracking usually can be separated into two fundamentally different categories: local featurebased and global based methods. Local feature-based approaches generally take spatially localized geometric object properties as object model, such as image edges [7] , distinctive corners[IO, 91 and surface patches [4] , which are extracted from the object prototype. Tracking is performed by finding Iocal correspondence of these features between different frames. The major advantage of local feature based approaches is the 0~7803-8653-1104/$20.00 0 2004 IEEE tolerance of partial occlusions as well as cluttered background, as the pose is still computable even when several correspondences are missing. However, Local techniques tend to have difficulties with objects that have much detail, and outlier problem is severe, as simple geometric features such as feature points may not always be reliably obtained from incoming images. All these reduce the tracking accuracy.
Global based approaches take the imaged object as a whole to perform tracking. For example, JurielG, 51 use the intensity difference between pattern observed at the predicted position and the reference pattem(which is to be tracked) to estimate the 3D position of the object on the current frame. Although global information is sensitive to occlusions, it is easier to be initiated than local features, and global correspondence is generally more reliable than simple local match.
On the other hand, tracking the interested object from 2D image sequences requires to recover 3 0 position parameters of the object on each frame. In literature, a bunch of approaches estimate the pose change of the target between pairs of temporally adjacent frames, such as in [2, 10, 7, 8, 11 . These differential techniques are direct and simple to implement, and the current pose c m be estimated as ling as the pose at the previous frame is known.
However, with the dependence on previous frame, they need to be manually initialized and cannot recover when they lose the track. Moreover, when dealing with long sequences, they suffer from accumulating error infinitely that leads to fail.
To deal with this problem, in this paper, we propose a 'tracking as recognition' framework for 3D tracking fusing online and offline information, which can track the target efficiently by one single camera using both global and local information of the object. The off-line information is a database constructed beforehand containing global appearance information of the target captured under certain viewpoints, its related 3D pose information and local feature info~mation; this global information could be simply normalized image patterns or global feature vectors representing each view. In the on-line part, in addition to temporal tracking, the imaged target on current frame can be classified against the database to find an approximate pose estimation, by which we can decrease the error accumulation. This approximate estimation can be further refined by pairwise registration between current frame and the matched element from the database.
The remainder of this paper is organized as following: The build of off-line database build is described in Section 2; the on-line classification and registration algorithm for incoming frames are introduced in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively; experimental results are given in Section 5; conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
The GL Appearance Model
One of basic ideas of our approach is to constantly 'classify' incoming object images to the database built offline to get an approximate 3D pose of the object, by which the temporal tracking will yield bounded error.
In the literature, the major advantage of feature based tracking is its robustness in face of partial occlusion.
Also, it is easy to implement and computational efficient.
However, most of these methods estimate object pose by accumulating pose change parameters between pairs of temporally adjacent frames, which suffers from accumulating tracking drift when dealing with Iong term sequence, especiaIly when large motion of the object exists on consecutive frames. Moreover, recovering from 'lost' is usually unavailable as the initialization is generally difficuIt and always done manually.
In our approach, we includes both global and local information in our appearance model. Utilization of both these two kind of information can make up for the drawbacks of each other and approach robustness. This appearance database, we name it as GL appearance modeI, is formulated as a mixture of two components: one is generated from the global appearance of the target viewed from different viewpoint under perspective distortion, namely global component, and the other is local component, which is local feature information utilized for two frame registration. This database is built off-line, and can be designed and changed according to each particular tracking task. In our approach, this database is designed as following: for the ith element, first it stores the pose annotated appearance information Gi for this view and the related pose P, of the object in 3D space. The purpose of this stored information is to relate a global appearance G of the target captured under certain viewpoint directly to its approximate 3D position in 3D world through the appearance database. This temporal independent property of global component not only makes the tracker less susceptible to error accumulation, but also it is possible for the tracker to recover current 3D information of the object whenever large error exists or even the tracking fails, as long as 2D imaging of the target is available. Given an object to be tracked, we build the sample database by a collection of pose annotated image patterns. Pictures are taken at regular intervals by evenly varying viewpoint around the target; as illustrated in figure [l] , the target is rotated along 2-and y-axis in camera coordinate system'. Sub-image containing the target is returned and normalized to a same size as key frames for recognition. In consideration of real time requirement, these key frames are rendered into a set of low-dimensional global parameters. The 'recognition' part i s straightforward when the appearance parameters Mi for each view of the object are known: for one incoming frame, the global appearance parameters of the imaged target on that frame are computed, by which a most similar key frame is searched for from the database; after appropriately transform the annotated 3D pose of the most similar element, an approximate pose of the object in the incoming frames can be obtained.
There is also local feature information stored in the database. It could be 2D and 3D positions about visible local features such as corners and edges, which can be utilized to refine the approximate pose obtained by registering between different frames. The refinement also can be done by global-based methods such as the method introduced in [6], but technically, fusing two kinds of features yields more reliable results.-As a result, in the database, for the ith element, the information stored is the global appearance parameters A4*, its annotated pose information Pi and local feature 'for simplification, we didn't consider the rotation along z-axis information Ci.
The selection of global parameters, local features and the registration methods to refine pose estimation can be selected according to practical requirements.
The 'Recognition' and Its Uncertainty Measures
In the online tracking, on the incoming frame, the imaged object is segmented from the image and the global parameters & I T is computed. When comes to the recognition part, these parameters are then utilized to classify current target appearance against the database to search for a key frame whose appearance is most familiar to the current frame, that is, whose pose is most familiar to the current frame. Because the absolute pose of each element in the database is computed beforehand, this 'recognition' can yield an approximate estimation for the object pose on current frame. be the absolute pose of the object on the key frame. When we build the database, the object is assumed to be always situated on the optical axis with a certain distance to the camera, this is, the object i s always imaged on the center of the image plane. While in real tracking, it is not always the case. We here use the following method to estimate approximate pose on current frame. First, approximately, the translation of object center [ X , Y, Z] can be calculated by the scaling of appearance on these two frames. Second, considering the change of viewpoint, because the imaged object looks quite similar on these two The use of the appearance database to provide an approximate pose estimation for each incoming frame has the following advantages: first, large tracking drift can be prevented, as the database provides reference to keep the tracker stick to the target. Second, the database makes it possible to recover object pose information even after failed tracking, brief occlusion or more commonly, large motion between consecutive frames. Third, contains compact global information of the target: they are less sensitive to image noise and outliers than sparse local features. However, global based matching is sensitive to cases such as partial occlusions, illumination changes or segment errors, which might lead to wrong classification results under such situations. To deal with this, classification confidence is introduced to indicate the reliability of global matching. If the matching is not reliable, current frame can be registered with a temporal previous frame.
We define the classification confidence C M~ to be the posteriori probability of the most likely element from the database, i.e., Cil,i = P(MIM,). We first select from the database some possible elements by the conditional density P(M, [ M i ) , which is computed by the difference between MT and &fa in Gaussian expression; after that, by considering that the element selected by the tracker on each frame not only should have the most likely appearance to current object, but also the attached pose should be close to the existing object trajectory(after properly transformed), the priori probability P(A4,) can be defined as on the magnitude ofthe difference from the pose computed from annotated pose information of the ith element to a reference value expected from the existing object trajectory. The posteriori probability of the ith element is computed by Bayesian theorem as:
The element with largest posteriori probability is selected as the key frame, and the classification confidence is then set.
Pairwise Registration
Once a suitable element has been chosen from the database, a registration algorithm is used to register current frame optionalIy with this element or a temporally previous frame to current frame in the tracking sequence. To determine which one to take, we also provide a confidence measure for temporal sequence tracking.
Assuming the local feature measurements on a previous frame t -1 is C[-l, and the estimated object pose is In real tracking process, there might be some drift on the pose estimation, because of measurement errors or simply accumulated drift. Therefore, we define tracking cpnfidence Ut-1 on this frame on the difference between et-1 and Ci-1:
We select a reference frame between the key element from the database and the previous frame from the sequence according to Ui and c~.
The registration algorithm operates on the current frame C, with unknown pose P, and a reference frame
Creference with pose Preference. It returns an observed pose-change estimate yT.
Experimental results

All images were taken with CCD camera and Matrox
We test our method on an moving voltmeter sequence.
Meteor I1 frame grabber. The local features we employed are edge points situated on visible edges of the object as shown in figure3(a), and the Ci stored in the database was the 3D coordinates of these feature points on each element. Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) [3] is used to reduce the dimensionality of each image patterns in the database by truncating high frequency DCT components. Because clear boundary can be observed between object and background in the image, the object was segmented easily and clearly by background substraction. On the very beginning, tracking is first performed on local features, and the confidence U is computed. 'On a second frame, after segmentation, we compute globaI parameters(DCT coefficient) of current imaged object; a nearest component is searched for from the database(to reduce computation, the search is restricted in elements whose pose is close to current object trajectory), and the confidence C is computed. If the classification is more reliable (C is more acceptable than U), we relocated the feature points according to these 3D position information from database, and do the pairwise registration again. As shown in figure4, satisfactory results are obtained. As comparison, we also try using only local features to perform tracking. As shown in figure3(a), only a small number of feature points are utilized, which makes the tracker impressionable to tracking errors. We can see from figure3(b), the tracker tends to fail on the 89th frame, when some edge points are attracted to wrong positions.
r-----
Concluding Remarks
This paper has proposed a novel framework for monocular tracking of object undergoing rigid transformation in 3D space. The efficiency of the proposed method lies in the idea of combining the appearance information of the imaged object to obtain an approximate absolute object pose. This 'tracking as recognition' idea can prevent tracking drift accumulation during tracking as well as dealing with tracking failure, brief occlusion or large displacement between consecutive frames. Twoframe registration methods are also employed to refine the pose estimation. The utilization and combination of both global and local information makes our tracker more stable and reliable. We also tested this algorithm on real images, which gave satisfactory results.
